
 
 
 

  

 

“A mentor is someone who 
sees more talent and ability 
within you, than you see in 
yourself, and helps bring it 
out of you.”    

- Bob Proctor 
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MentorBox 

 
MentorBox is a shrewdly crafted application 
with a set of connected plugins that enable its 
users to get the mentoring process done at 
ease.  
 
All the plugins chosen to build the application 
has a direct co-relationship to each other’s 
input to output respectively. The plugins 
associated with this application aims at 
seamless management of the mentoring 
process. 
 
 A TOOL FOR EVERYONE 
MentorBox allows users to get mentored as a 
company or as a learning group.  

 
 

 

FEATURES 

The Dashboard of MentorBox allows users to 
get mentored as a company or as a learning 
group.  

MentorBox is protected by a Secure Login 
which makes sure your data is only shared 
with people authorized by the admin. 

Whiteboard is a plug-in that enables online 
team collaboration to be used for 
brainstorming, tutoring for education/ 
discussion, collaborate to share blueprints, 
strategic plans, system drawings in real time. 

The whiteboard can be saved as an image 
into a pdf file and can be shared across the 
team. 

Document Manager allows the user to create 
different documents that are going to be 
consumed by the team/project. Each file gives 
information about its author when it was 
created and other file credentials. 

 

  

 

 

 

Video Conferencing is a plug-in like any other 
video conferencing tool that enables people to 
the conference and creates a dedicated/ 
locked room with a flexible layout. 

The File Manager allows the users of the team 
to organize the files created in the process to 
store it on the server so that it can be 
downloaded later on for reference or otherwise. 
 

 

NEXT STEPS 

The MentorBox ultimately produces a good 
amount of knowledge imparted by the mentor 
to the users. There is a huge amount of 
information created through NotesBuddy and 
it is refined by MentorBox.  

In the next stage i.e. the PitchDeck, the users 
start ripping the benefits of the products by 
creating a well-defined pitch deck and 
fundraising from investors. 


